
Chapter 3

Bringing 
Nature To 
Work
Great team cohesion, individual stress reduction, 
productivity increases, improved communication, 
better customer service, more sustainable 
engagement and reduced absenteeism, workers 
compensation and mental/physical health cost... all 
from Biophilia ... Human’s Natural Engagement with 
Nature - and what’s best? It’s free and unlimited. It’s 
your human right...



This chapter presents the incredible opportunity you have to bring nature to work. 
This includes your environment, your recovery time, your meetings and more. 

However, there is another opportunity lurking within the realms of nature in your 
work and that presents itself as working, thinking and living connected to nature. 

To achieve that, we need to understand how nature works. There is no chaos in 
nature, only apparent chaos. By understanding the order in the chaos in nature 
you are able to bring the harmony that is felt through immersion in nature 
environmentally, into your behaviour, communication and teamwork. It’s another 
incredible leap in work effectiveness, enjoyment and health.

In this chapter we present some of the greatest insights about workplace nature, 
team performance and Biophilia... It’s an extraordinary leap forward in lifestyle, 
team dynamics and workplace performance. Probably one of the greatest leaps in 
human workplace design of the past 100 years.

Although we scratch the surface here, the opportunities are truly unlimited.
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In nature, trees of s similar specie thrive in large forests, animals 
gather in packs, herds, prides, pods and gaggles. It’s nature’s 
way to build bubbles in which individuals thrive in collaboration 
with other like minded, like natured, specie.

For humans this capacity to collaborate in like minded groups 
leads to cultures inside bubbles of agreement that are unique 
and quite different to the culture’s and agreements outside of it. 
Religious groups, sport clubs, communities, elitist groups, 
antagonistic anti-social groups and more. People love to collect 
and group in like minded association, whether the “like 
mindedness” is healthy or not, doesn’t make much difference in 
the short term at least.

Nature also has a way of organising these bubbles of brand. The 
tallest tree dominates the forest and leads the others. The 
strongest and fittest animal controls the order within the herd. 

Humans are more complex. If the environment inside their bubble 
is intended the incite violence then the organising principle, the 
leader, will have the greatest certainty about justifying that 

violence. If the purpose is peace then the leader will have the 
greatest certainty in justifying that order. 

So, where nature might define leadership as the survival of the 
fittest, humans have translated that to mean, the one in control. 
Where control is the dominant focus of the particular group. A 
business group whose focus is purely income will be led by the 
one who determines that. “the one who signs the checks in a 
small business, leads it.”’

We also create teams and companies within bubbles. Inside 
these bubbles the environment can be unique and completely 
different to the environment outside of it. If the world inside the 
bubble supports and adds value what comes out can be used, 
sold and shared. If however, the environment inside the bubble 
called team or company is unhealthy, then, the environment 
outside the bubble will reject whatever is sent out.

For a SOHO - single operator business owner, the bubble is 
within themselves, their self talk and personal life, but as the 
company and team grows, so the collusion of others becomes 

Section 2

Team Brands - Building Cultures - Making Bubbles
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the key ingredient of the environment within the bubble and 
therefor the results produced from it.

Bubbles are created to make it safe for people to contribute. They 
are places of encouragement, contribution and comfort to be 
amongst like minded people. We often hear the quote “success 
breeds success” and it’s hard to argue that a successful team is 
hard to beat. That mindset of a winning formula becomes the 
brand, and while nothing changes, it will remain superior to other 
teams.

The bubble is a wonderful place, whether it’s a family, 
relationship, team, business, religion, community, school group or 
an alumni but the world of nature is a competitive environment 
and unrest is always just around the corner. 

Groups compete for power, they attack each other, individuals 
compete for resources, environments change, markets shift, 
leaders become complacent and other teams are always 
improving by emulation or survival instinct. 

So the question is: “What is it going to feel like to be inside your 
special bubble? As an individual this means your “inner-wealth” 
but as a team, these are the rules, the culture, the experience that 
makes the environment inside your team a wonderful place to 
work, a place where results are achieved and people thrive.

And it doesn’t happen organically. It’s called leadership and it 
requires a a mix between a strong hand and a gentle touch.
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We all want stuff. We want the world to be a better place, our 
families to be healthy, our lives to be happy, our teams to be fun 
and our careers to make the grade both financially and 
personally. We want love, and intimacy. We deserve to want, it’s 
our right to want better than what is. The day we stop wanting is 
the day we die. Wanting is as human as breathing.

Then, there’s desperation. That’s like wanting gone mad. 
Desperation isn’t a good place for any of us. It’s a Fight Flight 
place where our nerves are frayed, our blood pressure is through 
the roof, our immune system cries out for help and we usually 
get addicted to bad habits just to survive. Nobody deserves to 
be in desperation. Millions, no billions are in desperation in the 
world, starvation is still the primary cause of child mortality. But 
you, you? You can be desperate. If you loose your roots, you’l be 
as desperate as that starving child. It’s a state that 70% of 
corporate executives live in thinking it’s good, but it’s not. 

Nourish your roots has three aspects. 

• Want Stuff and know what that is
• Avoid Desperation
• Zone In - Refresh - Turn Up 

Section 3

 Nourish Your Roots
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We are the environment we create. Our desk top, our clothes, our 
brief case, our bedroom, our car. These are the second 
environment we create and it often mirrors the internal 
environment. Our inner-wealth.

In the previous chapter I provided links to research that proves 
the benefits of a view of nature in the environment outside of us.  
This nature really impacts our thinking, but the greatest impact 
on our thinking, health, productivity and stress reduction has yet 
to be introduced.

Our Inner Environment is controlled not so much by what we 
think but how we think. The emotionally driven individual will 
have a turbulent inner environment. They will have moments of 
peace, moments of drama, moments of passion and moments of 
pure anger and for some people this circus of emotion on a daily 
basis is life itself. They will even fight to defend it.

And yet, nothing was ever achieved through the experience of 
expressing random emotion, except in theatre and comedy and 
even there it is controlled and chosen.

If we can’t manage our emotion we cannot manage our life, 
career, family, money, sport, health or spirit. 

So, the inner-environment is the first environment we must 
consider when we approach a team bubble or group. What do 
we bring to the bubble in terms of the inner-environment we 
carry into a room or team goal, nothing is more important.

The Best Teams have four common themes for the inner-
environment of each individual. Those are:

• Gratitude (thankful for the opportunity)
• Presence (know how to turn up - zone in)
• Certainty (where are we going and why)
• Love (love the process of daily challenge)

My guess is that 100% of all team and business human problems 
come from the lack of one or more of these four Inner-
Environment components in an individual’s day. 

Section 4

Environmental Impact Study
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in nature, everything collaborates, it has no choice. Simply, it’s 
the law of nature, everything has a purpose. When I watch those 
David Attenborough documentaries where lions kill gazelles I find 
that whole dynamic somewhat confronting, but I am always 
reminded, challenge is also the way of nature.

The dynamics of team collaboration are not always simple, but 
we need to simplify them if we are to achieve something great in 
our bubble. We could summarise this dynamic as follows:

Great teams have a purpose greater than the team

Great teams have a leader who adds value 

Great teams have agreements on communication standards

Great teams accept diversity of emotion as essential but are 
compliant to the leader’s call

Great teams set standards of participation and offer each other 
early intervention for maintenance

Great teams give each other permissions for early warning...

Section 5

Collaborations
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The single constant in all of nature is change. But that change is 
not random or chaotic. The daily change we see in nature and 
amongst it’s specie is actually an ordered part of evolution. In 
nature what doesn’t evolve, gets recycled. (dies).

Business people often forget this. People quite often think 
chunky. They invest in change, then hope there’s none of it for 
the next 12 months or more. This is really troublesome. Chunky 
change leads to pain and waste.

Small increments in change are called, evolving. You hardly 
notice they are happening. Like a child growing taller. Sometimes 
the child has a growth spurt and that is painful in their bones, this 
happens when daily change (evolve) stops for a while and then 
has to do catch-up. (not the sauce)

So, daily growth in a team or individual means seriously constant 
adaptability. What gets in the way of it is adhesion to the past 
which usually attracts a tsunami. Adaptation on the other hand is 
fun as long as it embraces the daily opportunities for learning 
and iterative improvement. The opportunities are there once we 
become aware (conscious) of the signals.

Section 6

Daily Growth
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Signal Cause Remedy

Stress Incompetence Process

Conflict Lost Vision Focus

Illness Stuck Let Go

Domestic Pain Energy Turn Up at Work

Lack Collaboration Leadership Renew

Comfort Complacency Re-Vision

Results Down Righteous Small things

Fragmentation Rotten Apple Extract

Anger Ambivalence Evolve



Most marriages that fail, fail because one or both people failed to 
“turn up.” And yet, the effort put into the marriage is sometimes 
extreme. So, turning up and effort are not the same thing. One is 
a peaceful intensity, the other is a noisy “doing.”

Turning up 110% simply means that whatever you are turning up 
for, is you 110% priority for that moment in time. Therefore, to 
turn up for anything, whether it’s a meeting, a conference, a 
conversation, dinner at home, play with the kids - the past fifteen 
minutes can’t be of interest, the next fifteen minutes can’t be 
distracting. We are going to discuss this at length because many 
people mistake working hard on something as being the essence 
of success in it, but working hard doesn’t always mean turning 
up, and turning up 110% is the real ingredient that’s essential for 
success in anything you do: work, love, play, sport or even 
meditation.

Turning off 110% is the essence of recovery. Most people know 
how to turn off 50% and so their sleep is not adequate, their rest 
is restless, their time out is still half on and therefore there’s a fog 
for life somewhere between turned up and turned off. It’s called 
hard work and tired, and it leads to those age old words “I just 
can’t wait for the weekend” There’s a better way....

Section 7

Turning Up 110% - Turning Off 110%
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All things in nature are interconnected. A tree doesn’t grow tall 
without also growing roots deeper. Challenge in nature drives a 
whole diversity of change, evolution. But human beings, we 
seem to just want to put out fires. For example: if we have a 
headache we take a pain pill but rarely, unless it’s a persistent 
headache, do we question the cause. Maybe it’s dehydration, or 
poor eye sight, or computer screen glare or worry. More likely we 
wait until the problem is chronic before we deal with cause.

There are seven areas of life and sometimes we bounce from one 
area to the next fixing problems to keep our life on track. Little do 
we recognise that the perfect solution to a relationship challenge 
might have disastrous results in our career or financial areas of 
life. This is the squeaky wheel syndrome, over specialisation 
leads to extinction. Instead, it’s wiser to recognise that these 
compartments of life we define as separate, are not separate at 
all.

This is a key ingredient of team and business development.

Section 8

Avoid the Squeaky Wheel Syndrome
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We have the idea that there is one generic specie of human being 
who could all benefit from the same diet, all respond the same to 
different environments, all work the same under different 
supervision and all learn the same way. 

The ancient sciences of Eastern wellbeing disagree with the 
premise that we are all the same. Their logic derives from nature: 
All life in the entire universe is made up from five distinct 
constituents: Earth, Water, Fire, Air, and Ether. Everything has all 
five but in varying amounts, Ie some have more Water than Air in 
them, and that’s basically the difference between a rock and a 
lake.

They also discovered that each constituent causes different 
qualities to emerge: Fire changes things, Water Nurtures, Earth 
consolidates and Air moves, Ether gives it all purpose.

We too have the five constituents in us and we have them in 
varying amounts, and so, according to the science of Eastern 
Wellbeing, our true nature depends on the proportions of Fire, 
Earth, Air, Water and Ether we have in our body. Thus, we are all 
the same, but different.

Section 9

Your True Nature
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Free radicals, oxidation, DNA mutation through virus, 
Inflammation and acidity are running rampant throughout our 
body’s, more than ever before in the history of human existence. 
We’re evolving, but we’re not keeping pace with it. Life is being 
extended but in a recent global study of 30-40 year old people 
across a broad spectrum of social economics, we’re not 
benefiting from the technological advances of our time in terms 
of quality of life.

Diabetes, depression, obesity, alcohol abuse and domestic 
violence are on the rise and one would think those would 
decrease with awareness and technological advances. One 
reason for this counter trend is that we’re becomming less and 
less grounded to the earth from which we derive life.

Foods are denatured and roads are paved in asphalt. Shoes are 
better than ever, more cushioned and better made but in the 
process less conductive from the earth. Maybe one huge solution 
to a lot of social struggles and life quality for the emerging 
generations is simply taking our shoes off and walking barefoot 
on the grass for a few minutes a day? 

Using Grounding to Address Inflammation

Another simple lifestyle strategy that can help prevent chronic 
inflammation is grounding or earthing. Stated in the simplest 
terms possible, earthing is simply walking barefoot; grounding 
your body to the Earth. Your skin in general is a very good 
conductor, so you can connect any part of your skin to the Earth, 
but if you compare various parts there is one that is especially 
potent, and that’s right in the middle of the ball of your foot; a 
point known to acupuncturists as Kidney 1 (K1). It’s a well-known 
point that conductively connects to all of the acupuncture 
meridians and essentially connects to every nook and cranny of 
your body. By looking at what happens during grounding, the 
answer to why chronic inflammation is so prevalent, and what is 
needed to prevent it, is becoming better understood.

When you’re grounded there’s a transfer of free electrons from 
the Earth into your body. And these free electrons are probably 
the most potent antioxidants known to man. These antioxidants 
are responsible for the clinical observations from grounding 
experiments, such as beneficial changes in heart rate, decreased 
skin resistance, and decreased levels of inflammation.

Section 10

Grounding Yourself
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Furthermore, researchers have also discovered that grounding 
thins your blood, making it less viscous. This discovery can have 
a profound impact on cardiovascular disease, which is now the 
number one killer in the world. Virtually every aspect of 
cardiovascular disease has been correlated with elevated blood 
viscosity. It turns out that when you ground to the earth, your zeta 
potential quickly rises, which means your red blood cells have 
more charge on their surface, which forces them apart from each 
other.

This action causes your blood to thin and flow easier. It also 
causes your blood pressure to drop. By repelling each other, your 
red blood cells are also less inclined to stick together and form a 
clot. Additionally, if your zeta potential is high, which grounding 
can facilitate, you not only decrease your heart disease risk but 
also your risk of multi-infarct dementias, where you start losing 
brain tissue due to micro-clotting in your brain.

(Read More on My Blog here)
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There is a chronic global shortage of something that, if it 
continues, could turn human beings into robots: nature.

Once, we used to till the soil with out hands, we had to know 
nature because we depended on that awareness to survive - but 
in some places around the world, Nature Deficit Disorder has 
become chronic. Take the average New Yorker and their working 
day in Manhattan. The closest thing they get to nature is the 
Windows screen saver. There’s no way to look up through the 
jungle of buildings, the parks are all too few and most of the 
good ones are a jostled train ride away. It’s not easy but, as I 
learned from my years living and working in New York, it’s 
possible. The key? Awareness

Just being aware is enough. There are trees on 5th Avenue, and 
florists, and there are green planter gardens on112th st. There is 
a sky, there are birds. It’s not denatured. Buildings are nature but 
we need to be aware. Nature Deficit Disorder affects busy people 
who live in country towns surrounded by forests. Busy-ness - the 
lack of awareness is the cause, not the city or town. (See Blog 
Article on This)

Section 11

Nature Deficit Disorder
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What’s it look like to be living and working in harmony with 
nature? I mean how do you know when you’re on track and what 
are the signals that show you that your process is working.

Here are just a few:

You’ll come home from work with more energy than you left with 
in the morning

You’ll love what you do, and be doing what you love (no matter 
what it is)

You’ll have an attitude of gratitude and when you catch a glimpse 
of yourself in the reflection of a shop window, it’ll be the size of 
your smile that’s most impressive.

You’ll feel challenged in your work and health ... always searching 
for ways to do things different

You”ll value all seven areas of life equally and be working on 
projects in each area

Your libido will be high

Section 12

Good Weather Reports
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Twenty odd years ago I was standing at the kitchen sink dutifully 
washing the dishes after the family dinner. My three kids were in 
bed. My wife walked up to me, as I stood there with rubber 
gloves on all soaked in suds and declared our marriage was over.

It hit me like a cement truck but in retrospect, I could have seen it 
coming for years. The Tsunami warnings were there, I just 
switched off the sound....

Here are just a few generic Tsunami Warnings for all sorts of 
impending disasters:

• Dissatisfied with your work - angry at your boss
• Lost trust in domestic relationship
• Guilt and Fear driving decisions
• Uncertainty about the future
• Seeking Peace and becoming over protective
• Weight gain
• Shortness of breath
• Increasing frequency of un-wellness
• Big frequent Mood fluctuations (anger, sad, tired)

Section 13

Tsunami Warnings
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It only takes a small glimmer of sunlight and a gentle breeze to 
clear the fog in nature, and that’s about the best analogy for what 
it takes to clear the fog in your mind.

A bit of sunlight, lets call that gratitude -appreciation and joy. A 
gentle breeze means a change in activity. 

Start your day with a clear mind by doing some thankfulness 
exercises. Follow it by spending a few moments looking out on, 
or playing around in, nature. It doesn’t take much.

A ten minute stretch during the day, standing outdoors and far 
enough away from the smokers who’ve chosen to suicide will 
make a huge difference.

Doing your exercise outdoors or at least near a view of nature, 
take the scenic route to work instead of the ugly fast way, grab a 
takeaway coffee and go sit under a tree or walk and talk your 
next business meeting. It’s just so wonderful to clear the fog 
being thankful, being outdoors. Take a break.

(Blog article about this here) 

Section 14

Clearing the Fog
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We started this chapter talking about bubbles, human bubbles 
that form groups and teams where the environment inside the 
bubble is different to the environment outside the bubble.

As individuals we have bubbles too. We call them our identity, 
and they are constructed from our beliefs, values and 
experiences. Basically, what most people call “Me.”

Leadership involves bringing a multiple diversity of bubbles 
together into a merged and collaborative environment and 
maintaining a common focus, common behaviour and common 
standard of output, sometimes without a lot of permission to 
intervene in matters that impact collaboration quality.

Some keys to great leadership are:

• Add Value - it’s not just a title
• Have realistic expectations of teams
• Seek balance not collusion
• Have the biggest vision
• Differentiate between Inspiring people and management
• Turn up without your own baggage (get your act together)

Section 15

Understanding the Herd (leadership)
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